CPE Students taking the Data Science Minor

Notes:

1) The Data Science minor has agreed to accept STAT 350 in place of STAT 305. You must take STAT 350 for your CPE degree, which eliminates the need to take STAT 305 for your Data Science Minor.

2) DATA 301 is an approved Technical Elective for CPE.

3) You may take DATA 451 and DATA 452 instead of CPE350/450 (CPE capstone). DATA 451/452 is only 4 units, while the CPE Capstone courses CPE350/450 total 7 units. The actual substitution is Data 451/452 plus 3 units of DATA 401 to cover the 7 units of CPE350/450.

As of June 2017, the CPE Office is working on an automatic substitution (called a blanket substitution) using DATA 451/452/401 for CPE350/450 as described above. Until that automatic substitution is approved a course substitution form needs to be submitted.